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Despite alternative authentication methods, passwords remain the most common
method of restricting access to online information and services1. It is important to
develop ‘strong’ passwords (i.e., passwords that are difficult to guess) in order to
prevent hackers from accessing important personal information (e.g., bank account
details). Despite a wealth of public advice available on protecting online data, many
individuals still choose weak passwords or engage in risky password practices such as
sharing their passwords with others2-6. This is, in part, because choosing memorable,
long and strong passwords is difficult and unintuitive for humans7.
Researchers have found that individuals are generally aware of what constitutes a
secure password and what good password management entails8-9. Nonetheless, it has
been found that individuals tend to trade off their security concerns and strong
password management with convenient, memorable and ultimately less secure
passwords1,10-12.
Given that public campaigns have not helped to change online security behaviour to an
acceptable level and increasingly the public are needing to protect online content (as
commercial, financial and government services continue to move online), more research
is urgently needed to help gain some understanding as to why some individuals
continue to make bad decisions regarding password choice. This study sought to add to
the literature on the types of people who make poor password choices. If we can
identify who is more likely to make these decisions then we might be better able to
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create appropriate campaigns to alter poor online security behaviour as well as target
campaigns to the most appropriate people.
This study aimed to examine whether some types of people are more likely to create
‘strong’ passwords. In particular, we were interested in personality characteristics and
security expertise. Personality characteristics included: impulsivity, locus of control and
self-monitoring. We hypothesised the following:
H1: Security experts will be more likely to create secure passwords compared to nonexperts.
H2: Individuals who score low on impulsivity are more likely to create secure
passwords.
H3: Individuals who score high on self-monitoring are more likely to create secure
passwords.
H4: Individuals who score high on internal locus of control are more likely to create
secure passwords.
The study first gained ethical approval from the college’s ethics committee. In order to
test our hypotheses we devised an online questionnaire. Participants were unaware that
we were interested in password choice and instead were told that the study aimed to
learn about their Internet usage, cyber security knowledge and personalities. In order to
access the study, participants were asked to “create a password for the sole use of this
study”. For ethical purposes, participants were asked to create a password that they
had not used elsewhere.
Password strength was assessed by two of the most common password attacks that the
public face: dictionary and keyspace attacks13. The metric calculated how many of these
lists the participant’s password appeared. If a participant’s password appeared on those
lists at all, then their password is considered extremely weak and vulnerable to a brute
force dictionary attack. Comparatively, the keyspace metric indicated the cost of
cracking a password using a rainbow table in what is commonly known as a TimeMemory Trade Off attack14. A larger keyspace will take longer to crack using a rainbow
table whereas a smaller keyspace will take less time to crack. A Log10 transformation
controlled for the exponential nature of the keyspace metric.
Three hundred and fifty-five participants completed the online questionnaire. They were
recruited through the mailing lists and social media presences of a professional
association or network. Two hundred and thirty-five experts on cyber security issues
(209 male, 26 female) were recruited from a nationally recognised professional
computer association in the UK and 120 non-experts (21 male, 99 female) were
recruited from several nationally recognised associations and networks for the arts,
humanities and social sciences in the UK.
Overall, it was found that cyber security experts created more secure passwords
compared with non-experts, insofar that experts’ passwords were less susceptible to

both dictionary and keyspace attacks. Specifically, non-experts’ passwords were more
likely to be in common attack dictionaries than experts’ passwords. Similarly, nonexperts chose passwords with a smaller keyspace metric that is more easily cracked
than experts.
Our hypotheses, which considered the relationship between personality characteristics
and strength of password choice, were only partly supported. None of the personality
characteristics predicted whether a password was susceptible to the more advanced
keyspace attack. However, individuals high on internal locus of control were more likely
to create a secure password more resistant to a dictionary attack compared to those
with a low internal locus of control.
Although not all our hypotheses were fully supported, the results reveal a more complex
picture about individual differences and password choice. They tell us that having a
greater knowledge about security issues is important. Importantly, however, personality
plays a role in choice of password. As we would expect, those who take a more fatalistic
approach were less likely to choose a secure password. These individuals might have
felt that given they believe they have little control over what happens in their lives that
hackers will break into their accounts no matter what password they select. The
implications for these findings with respect to future educational and media campaigns
will be discussed as well as the future studies we have planned to further this work.
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